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CHORAL ARRANGING – PRELIMINARIES

The ability to arrange a song / melody for a cappella choir represents a useful
tool for any musician. School teachers, music teachers, amateur or professional choir
conductors, as well as composers and music editors should all acquire the basic
techniques of choral arrangement. The study of this subject might also be of particular
interest to musicologists and performers, especially to choir singers, as it might
provide them with a new and valuable perspective on choral repertoire.
The topics of Choral Arranging are a natural continuation, with diverse
applications, of Harmony, which in turn is a prerequisite subject. One of the essential
differences between the two lies in the fact that arranging does not involve only
chorale-style exercises, but also harmonizations and reworkings of tunes, both of art
and folk origin. In the process of completing assignments, the use of a piano and / or
music notation software is strongly recommended.
The course material is divided into two main sections:
I. The adaptation (reduction) for three or two equal voices of a four-voice
mixed choir piece;
II. Modal arranging for mixed choir of a song / melody.
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I. THE ADAPTATION (REDUCTION)
FOR THREE OR TWO EQUAL VOICES
OF A FOUR-VOICE MIXED CHOIR PIECE

The Equal-Voice Choir
The equal-voice choir comes in a few various forms: the children’s choir
(primary school, junior high school), the girls’ choir, the boys’ choir, the women’s
choir, and the men’s choir. Each of these ensemble types is distinct in terms of vocal
range and level of musicianship.
Children’s choir voices are usually indicated as I, II, III. Teenagers’ and
adults’ choir voices are indicated as S (S1, S2, MS), A (A1, A2), T (T1, T2), B (B1,
Bar, B2). Thus, an equal-voice choir may have one of the following compositions: SS,
SA, SSA, SAA, TT, TB, TTB, TBarB, TBB, etc. The vocal range of each individual
voice and of each choir is to be understood relatively, depending on age, vocal
training, or type of ensemble (school choir, community choir, church choir,
philharmonic / opera choir, and so on).
Vocal ranges:
Primary school choir: C4 – C5 / Junior high school choir: A3 – F5
Girls’ choir: G3 – G5 / Women’s choir: F3 – A5
Boys’ choir: G2 – G4 / Men’s choir: D2 – A4
Every choral arrangement should take into consideration the type of ensemble
it is tailored for, and the vocal proficiency of its choir members.
Equal-voice choirs are usually two-, three-, or four-part ensembles. The
adaptation for a four-part equal-voice choir of a piece originally written for four-part
mixed choir should not pose major transcription problems, and therefore will not be
elaborated on here. Of particular interest, however, will be the reduction of a four-part
mixed choir piece to a three- or two-part equal-voice choir, respectively.
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Guidelines for Adapting a Mixed Choir Piece
for Three-Part Equal-Voice Choir
Not all choral works are suitable for reduction from four mixed voices to three
equal voices. The adaptation works better in the case of mainly harmonic (less
polyphonic) pieces. It is common for mixed-voice arrangements of various tunes or
folk songs to be subjected to further adaptation, such as a reduction to fewer voices.
The original key of the piece may be preserved, but more often than not a
transposition is necessary – either up an interval, in order to exploit the most
expressive range of the ensemble – or down an interval, in order to accommodate the
resulting new upper voice.
The leading voice (upper part) of the initial piece will be taken over by the
upper part of the equal-voice choir. The bass of the initial piece will be, in principle
assigned to the 3rd part of the equal-voice choir (Alto – in the case of a female choir,
Bass – in the case of a male choir), especially when it presents melodic interest. The
two inner parts of the initial piece will need to make a compromise and morph into a
single inner part of the new equal-voice ensemble.
The harmonic background will be preserved, in as much as possible.
Whenever this is impossible, similar harmonies (functions) will be employed. For
example, a root position chord might become a first inversion one, a seventh-chord
might become a triad of the same scale degree, the V chord might be replaced by a
VII6 one, etc.
The three equal voices may form the following harmonic structures: multiple
unisons, a perfect octave with one doubling, a 3rd / 10th, a 6th / 13th, a 7th (suggesting a
seventh-chord), a 2nd, a perfect triad, an incomplete seventh-chord (usually with its 5th
missing, sometimes with its 3rd missing) – in root position or in various inversions. In
three-part writing, bare 5ths and 4ths with one doubling are to be avoided.
The sixth-chord is considered a much more stable structure in three-part
writing. Therefore, such an arrangement may begin, or even end, with a triad in the
first inversion. The six-four chord is treated with more flexibility; however, the main
types of second inversion triads (cadential, neighbouring, or passing) work much in
the same way as in the case of four-part harmony. Free occurrences of six-four chords
should be avoided (perhaps with the exception of VII64 as a diminished triad).
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Significant melodic gestures (involving non-chord tones, altered pitches,
prominent rhythmic patterns) present in the inner parts of the initial piece will be
preserved either intact, or in slightly modified forms, and reassigned to the second and
third parts of the equal-voice choir (whenever a trade-off with the original bassline
seems appropriate).
If the original work features a shift in the number of voices (ex. 4-3-4), or
responsorial writing, these aspects will be reflected in the arrangement as well. The
text (lyrics) should be kept intact, and assigned to the three voices in a logical manner.
All performance directions, such as dynamics, tempo and character will be preserved
(except directions that would not be applicable anymore, such as a tenor falsetto line
reassigned to a female voice).
The resulting three-part reduction will need to be seamless, uncluttered,
natural, leaving the impression that the piece has been conceived for that particular
ensemble in the first place.

Guidelines for Adapting a Mixed Choir Piece
for Two-Part Equal-Voice Choir
Some of the steps required for such a reduction are identical to those
formulated in the case of a three-part arrangement.
A four-part mixed voices choral piece can be adapted for two equal voices
only if it is simple enough, and predominantly harmonic / homophonic.
The original key of the piece may be preserved, but most times a transposition
will be necessary – either up an interval, in order to exploit the most expressive range
of the ensemble – or down an interval, in order to accommodate the resulting new
upper voice.
The original tune will be assigned to the top voice (the Soprano, in the case of
a women’s choir / the Tenor, in the case of men’s choir).
The initial bass line of the song will be, in principle, taken up by the bottom
voice (the Alto / the Bass). If this particular line is melodically relevant, as much of it
should be preserved as possible.
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The harmonic background will be re-created by means of harmonic intervals.
A perfect triad might be boiled down to a 3rd / octave / unison / 10th / more rarely a 6th
/ even more rarely a perfect 5th. A seventh-chord will probably need to be reduced to
one of its typical component intervals: an augmented 4th, a diminished 5th, a 7th, a 2nd,
or 9th.
First inversion triads will be successfully replaced by 6ths, while second
inversions by either 6ths, or 4ths (treated as dissonant intervals).
A two-voice adaptation may conclude on a harmonic interval of a 6th, which
would be regarded as stable in this instance. The harmonic 4th usually appears as a
non-chord tone (passing, neighbouring, etc.).
If possible, any significant melodic motion in the original inner parts (nonchord tones, altered pitches, prominent rhythmic patterns) will be assigned, at least
partly, to the bottom voice of the two-voice ensemble.
The original text of the piece will be preserved and redistributed to the two
equal voices as naturally and as intelligibly as possible.
All indications of tempo, dynamics, expression, etc. of the original score will
find their way into the reduction. The aim is to create an elegant adaptation, decently
derived from the original, and easy to sing.
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Examples of Reductions from Mixed Choir to Equal Voices
Reduction from S-A-T-B mixed choir to T1-T2-B equal-voice choir
(transposition a perfect 5th down, from F# minor to B minor, was necessary
in order to accommodate the range of male voices):

Reduction from S-A-T-B mixed choir to S-A equal-voice choir
(transposition not necessary, as the adaptation is within the range of female voices):
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II. MODAL ARRANGING FOR MIXED CHOIR
OF A SONG / MELODY
Elements of Modal Harmony
Diatonic, acoustic, and chromatic scales are regarded as natural modes,
derived from traditional music practice. Modern art music (beginning in the 20th
century) has employed the so called artificial modes, as well. These were devised and
incorporated in their works by various composers, based on mathematical principles,
such as symmetry, golden ratio, etc. Some of the most widely used artificial modes
are the whole-tone scale and the “octatonic” scale (whole tone - semitone).
Modal harmony stands apart from the tonal language in a few very important
ways. First of all, while tonal music is defined by functional chord progressions,
modal music is essentially melodic or polyphonic in nature. Therefore, vertical
structures are, in most cases, the mere consequence of superimposing a number of
distinct melodic lines. Then, even in the context of primarily chordal music, modalism
is non-functional, which means that any harmonic degree may precede or follow any
other harmonic degree. Most of the time, a mode centre is established; however this is
less prominent and less stable than a key centre (tonic).
Diatonic modes are the easiest to harmonize. A variety of techniques can be
utilized when arranging a modal song for mixed choir. Some of these will be
discussed over the following chapters.

The Diatonic Modes
The natural notes (the piano’s white keys) represent degrees of a conventional
diatonic heptatonic scale. Depending on the actual mode centre (which is sometimes
referred to as the “final”), there are seven distinct natural modal scales: Ionian,
Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, Mixolydian, Aeolian, and Locrian. Of these, the first six
are more commonly encountered, both in purely melodic form and in harmonizations.
Three of them are considered “Major” modes (Ionian, Lydian, and Mixolydian), and
three “minor” modes (Aeolian, Dorian, and Phrygian):
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As seen above, the Ionian scale is identical to the Major scale of the tonal
system. The other modes incorporate unique scale characteristics, which set them
apart from the Major-minor key system. For example, the Mixolydian’s and Aeolian’s
7th scale degree is a whole-tone apart from their final (a “subtonic” rather than a
leading tone), the Dorian has a major 6th up from its final, the Phrygian’s 2nd scale
degree is a semitone apart from its final (an “upper” leading tone), and the Lydian’s
4th scale degree is an augmented 4th away from its final. The Locrian mode displays a
diminished 5th on its final tone, and therefore will be left out since it is difficult to
harmonize.
When harmonizing within the context of a single mode, the most important
and best defining chords are those that include such characteristic degrees. The Ionian
mode is the only one that does not benefit from typical chords / harmonic degrees that
would distinguish it from a conventional Major key. A typical Ionian harmonization
will employ other means to bring out the modal character, such as plagal (non
authentic) progressions, incomplete triads (without a 3rd), parallel harmony, etc.
Depending on the structure of particular modes and on the choice of mode
centres, it may be more convenient to use “key” signatures in combination with
accidentals in a harmonization (for example, D-Aeolian will require Bb throughout,
while D-Dorian could use Bb as signature and B natural as a constant accidental).
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Harmonization of Ionian Melodies
The Ionian scale corresponds perfectly to the scale of a Major key. None of its
degrees could, simply as chord members, define its modal character. Therefore,
harmonizations of Ionian melodies might consider enjoying more freedom in the
succession of chords, the inclusion of III, and the avoidance of Dominant–Tonic type
relationships. Root position triads will be predominant, as will be root position
seventh-chords on virtually all degrees. Overall, a focus on plagal (non-authentic)
chord progressions will insure a sense of modalism / lack of functionalism.

Harmonization of Mixolydian Melodies
The Mixolydian mode could be regarded as a Major scale with a subtonic
instead of a leading tone. All chords that incorporate the 7th degree will provide a
modal, archaic colour, especially in relation to I. The Mixolydian environment may be
created when harmonizing pentachordal or hexachordal tunes as well. The VII and V
chords are frequent occurrences, as are descending second patterns (I-VII, VII-VI).
Final cadences on triads without a 3rd are also typical.
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Harmonization of Lydian Melodies
Lydian melodies are relatively rare. The characteristic scale degree of this
mode is its augmented 4th above the final. In many tunes, especially of the folk idiom,
this note alternates with the perfect 4th above the final. Such a fluctuating pitch places
the melody on the threshold between the Lydian and the Ionian. One of the more
difficult modes to harmonize, the Lydian has a diminished triad on IV (with limited
use), and an infrequent minor triad on VII. Therefore, the II chord remains the main
vehicle for insuring the Lydian colour to a harmonization, in addition to using its 4th
degree as a characteristic non-harmonic tone. Alternating I-II-I is common, as are the
use of parallel 5ths between adjacent voices and cadencing on V (semicadence).

Harmonization of Aeolian Melodies
The Aeolian mode is the most common of all “minor” modes. It is also the
easiest to work with harmonically. Characteristic chords are those that contain the 7th
scale degree (the subtonic) – the V and VII. The IV7 and IV9 are also typical, usually
resulting from contrary voice leading. Final cadences frequently end on an incomplete
I chord (without a 3rd).
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Harmonization of Dorian Melodies
The Dorian mode utilizes its characteristic note (the 6th scale degree), along
with the subtonic, both as chord members and as non-chord tones. The IV chord is
regarded as typical to the Dorian cadence. The II, the VI7, the VII and the VII7 are less
common, especially in relationship with I.

Harmonization of Phrygian Melodies
The Phrygian mode is somewhat difficult to harmonize; the main issue is
maintaining a stable mode centre. This mode also lacks a viable V chord (which is a
diminished triad in this case). Therefore, the Phrygian colour is obtained primarily in
the context of other modes, by the use of a typical lowered 2nd scale degree. Harmonic
cadences to I without a 3rd, or with a raised 3rd (“Picardy third”) are common. The
VII-I and II6-I relationships best define this mode.
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The Acoustic Modes
The “acoustic” scale results from extending the series of natural fifths. While
the initial seven-pitch series generates a “white” heptatonic scale, the two replacement
pitches (Bb instead of B and F# instead of F) help create a variety of additional
diatonic modes. Their name derives from the acoustic phenomenon of upper
harmonics (Bb and F# being, respectively, the 7th and 11th harmonics of the same
fundamental C natural).
Such scales are conventionally numbered from 1 to 7, with the first, second
and third ones being more frequently encountered:

The “Chromatic” Modes
Conventionally, heptatonic modal scales that include at least one augmented
2nd between adjacent scale degrees are named “chromatic modes” (not to be mistaken
for the 12-tone chromatic scale!). There is a wide variety of such modes, some of
which are regarded as basic diatonic (or acoustic) scales that contain altered degrees
(sometimes with scale degrees fluctuating between diatonic and altered instances).
Some of these modes incorporate two augmented 2nds, on various degrees; such scales
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are sometimes collectively referred to as the “double harmonic” scale, or the
“Byzantine” scale.
Examples of some of the most common chromatic modes:

Acoustic and chromatic modes coexist with diatonic ones, both in the
traditional repertoire and in art music. Besides the purely monodic form of these
scales, it is possible to incorporate them into various harmonic contexts. Revealing
their modal nature, as well as the individual character of each mode is possible by
employing the same procedures as in the case of diatonic modes (chords that contain
characteristic degrees, predominance of root positions, freedom of harmonic
progressions, avoidance of diminished triads, abundance of seventh-chords, of chords
without a 3rd, parallel voice leading, etc.).

Harmonization and Arranging of a Modal Song
When arranging songs, whether of art or folk origin, the four-voice mixed
choir (S-A-T-B) is generally used as the standard ensemble. Equal voices and other
types of vocal ensembles will only be treated sporadically.
All arranging undertakings will have to be grounded in knowledge previously
acquired in other music subjects, such as Harmony (tonal, modal, or non-tonal),
Counterpoint, Vocal Technique, etc.
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Harmonizations of modal melodies allow for departures from the principles of
tonal / functional harmony.
Such departures may impact the types of chords used:
- all harmonic degrees may be included, with a strong preference for stable triads
(Major and minor); diminished triads are avoided;
- root positions are preferred to inversions (which work best as passing harmonies);
- incomplete chords / chords without a 3rd are possible, especially as part of cadences;
- seventh-chords may occur on any degree, while melodic treatment of 7ths is more
flexible than in the case of tonal harmony (the 7th, as a chord member, may be
approached and left more freely, including by leap);
- inversions of seventh-chords are less frequently utilized, most times as passing
harmonies;
- although a more rare occurrence, the inclusion of ninth-chords is possible, usually on
stable harmonic degrees;
or the nature of harmonic progressions themselves:
- freedom of harmonic progression, without particular preference for the order of
harmonic degrees;
- free combination of contrapuntal voice-leading (as in tonal harmony, where voices
display independent contours) and parallel voice-leading (with two ore more voices
unfolding by parallel intervals, including parallel 5ths, commonly between the Tenor
and the Bass);
- increased melodic interest in the bass line (“a secondary melody”); the bassline
needs to be smooth and fluent, and move contrary to the soprano line as much as
possible.
Modality
“Mode implies far more than scale. Although scale may imply a convenient,
abstract ordering of the main pitch material of a work, mode is «a sum of
melodic or harmonic impulses… attaching to certain tones and… tending
toward the principal tone.» Each mode features certain melodic idioms and
emphasizes certain tones, certain accidentals (musica ficta), and especially its
own cadential idioms. The modality of any work may not be clear until the
final cadence. Moreover, modes are often freely mixed in a given work, so
that modal theory and modal practice are not necessarily equivalent.”
(from Thomas Benjamin, The Craft of Modal Counterpoint)
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Isorhythmic Modal Harmonization
In the context of choral writing, isorhythm represents synchronization of text
syllables in all choral parts. Nevertheless, it does not imply that each note in the
leading voice should be harmonized individually. It is possible to have several notes /
harmonies to a single syllable of text (melisma), as well as a number of notes carrying
separate syllables treated as non-harmonic tones within a single harmony.
Isorhythmic harmonization may constantly use all four voices, or vary the
number of voices (for example, a reduction in the number of voices by switching from
female to male voices, or by temporarily having the Bass / Soprano drop out).
Transitions from one setting to another is usually justified musically, or made in
relation to the sung words, so that all voices contain coherent text.
For the moment, we will concentrate on harmonizing tunes in the six diatonic
modes by using scale members exclusively, and preserving a single mode center. This
is, however, useful for pedagogical reasons only. As far as real modal practice goes,
the restrictive use of diatonic scale degrees and preservation of a unique mode centre
are somewhat artificial.
In modal harmony, borrowing chords from related modal scales, along with
shifting mode centres, is quite common. We will discuss these procedures later on.
Notice, in the musical fragment below, the way all voices line up on the same
syllables of text (except in measure 5, where A-T-B begin one beat ahead of S):
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Heterorhythmic Modal Arranging
Heterorhythm implies, in the case of choral writing, the existence of several
distinct rhythmic layers, with the sung text not lining up in all four voices. Thus, a
clear opposition between the leading voice (the melody itself) and the accompanying
voices is created. In some cases, the accompanying voices are only meant to support
strong beats, or particular metric accents in the melody. In other cases, heterorhythm
generates complementary rhythmic patterns among different voices. Specifically,
short durations in the melody may be accompanied with longer durations, and vice
versa. It is also possible for the accompanying lines to be set to different texts, or to
no text at all (such as vocalise on “Aaa”, “Ooo”, “Uuu”, or a muted consonant
“Mmm”). Heterorhythm may involve the existence of rests or of various syncopated
patterns in the accompanying voices. The number of distinct rhythmic layers may be
equal to the number of actual voices; however, two or three are more commonly used.
Regardless of rhythmic layering and complexity, it is always desirable for all
voices to conclude a musical phrase / section on the same syllable of text. This
principle also applies to more voices entering unison (although polyphonic writing
might make text coordination impossible).
Example of heterorhythmic arrangement with two distinct layers
(S // A+T+B):
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Example of heterorhythmic arrangement with three distinct layers
(S // A+T // B):

Assigning the Melody to Lower Voices
in a Modal Arrangement
For the sake of variety, or in relation to the meaning of the sung text, the
arranger may choose to assign the leading melody to one of the lower voices as well.
In principle, placing the tune in a voice other the soprano may be done over short
segments, or over extended sections of an arrangement. The leading melody may be
naturally moved from the Soprano to the Tenor, or from the Bass to the Alto, as these
pairs of voices have their ranges spaced an octave apart. When the melody is moved
to a low voice from a high one (or vice versa), transposition may be necessary in order
to accommodate it to the new vocal range. Such a shift can take up an entire stanza or
fragment, and therefore require a change of mode center (for example, one that is a
perfect 4th or a perfect 5th away).
Even in the case of moving the tune to a lower part, it can continue to be the
top voice of the arrangement (by having all voices above it drop out temporarily).
However, it is more common for the melody to be carried by the Alto or Tenor as an
inner part, or even by the Bass, on the condition that the accompanying lines above
are not too busy. Generally, the lower in register a leading melody is placed, the
lighter its accompaniment should be.
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Example of a tune assigned to the Tenor, accompanied by the Alto and Bass,
then moving to the Soprano, with parallel writing in the Alto:

Example of a tune assigned to the Alto, with light accompaniment
by the other three voices:

The accompanying voices may sing solely vocalise, or may be set to cuttings
from the original text, as seen in the example above. By “light accompaniment”, we
understand a less busy harmonic environment, as well as fewer syllables of text. This
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will prevent the accompanying voices from drowning or overpowering the leading
melody, which is placed in an inner voice.

Various Other Techniques Used in the Choral Arranging of a Modal Song
Pedal Tone
The pedal tone, sometimes called “drone” in the context of traditional and
church repertoire, is one the most common ways of accompanying a modal tune. It
usually appears in its simplest form, in a single voice – on the final of the mode, or in
two or more voices, generating stationary perfect 5ths or octaves (more rarely a perfect
4th) – on the 1st and 5th scale degrees of the mode. The drone may be placed either
lower or higher in relation to the leading melody, and sometimes both above and
below it.
A pedal tone may be stationary or rhythmically dynamic, either in identical or
contrasting rhythm with the other voices. Dual pedal tones establishing other intervals
are rare, but not unheard of (even dissonant ones are possible, such as a 2nd or a 7th).
Modal harmony also allows for the particular case of multiple / chordal pedal tones,
usually in the form of triads (in root position or in inversions), quartal chords, or even
clusters of tones.
Example of triple pedal tone (A, T, B), on the 1st and 5th degrees of the mode:
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Parallel Harmony
Parallel harmony (parallel voice leading) is more commonly associated with
modal rather than tonal music. It is sometimes called “planing”. It designates a style
of writing in which a number of voices create parallel intervals or chords, usually by
stepwise motion, either rising / falling, or undulating. Parallel writing may be strict or
relatively free (i.e. parallel perfect 5ths, or parallel 3rds – alternating major and minor
ones). In tonal music, only parallel 3rds / 6ths / sixth-chords / diminished chords are
tolerated. However, in modal music, the technique extends to virtually all intervals
and chord structures. Thus, voice leading may incorporate parallel 5ths, parallel root
position triads, and a variety of other options. Conventionally, parallel harmony plays
one of the following two roles:
- creates a slow-moving accompaniment in two ore more voices (usually by
parallel 5ths, 4ths, triads, etc.);
- shadows / underlines the leading voice by tandem motion, in a constantly
parallel interval (frequently a 3rd or a 6th, more rarely a 4th or a 5th).
The first type of planing lends itself to being employed over large sections of
an arrangement. It can also be efficiently combined with the pedal tone technique. The
second type of planing should be utilized economically, as it tends to become
stereotypical and monotonous. It is not recommended that the entire song be doubled
in parallel intervals. Generally, parallel harmony should be used simply as an
alternative to other approaches, such as arranging with isorhythm or heterorhythm.
Example of parallel-voiced accompaniment (T, B), in parallel perfect 5ths:
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And the same example, with actual text in the accompanying voices:

Example of leading melody being doubled by plaining (S+A), in parallel 3rds and 6ths:
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Ostinato
Ostinato represents the persistent repetition of a motive, or of a short rhythmic
pattern, which can define the accompaniment in an arrangement. The recurrence may
be identical or slightly modified, normally being set to the same text (i.e. a segment of
the chorus, or just a single word). The ostinato pattern can occur in a single voice, or
in a multitude of voices.
Example of ostinato pattern on repeated words (T+B):

The Use of Foreign Chords in a Modal Arrangement
One of the principal distinctions between the tonal and modal environments is
that, in tonality, the Key centre is more stable than the Final is in modalism.
Therefore, due to this flexibility of mode centres, a shift from one mode to another is
easier to attain. One way of changing the mode centre is by shifting among relative
modes (modes that share the same diatonic scale, but each have a different final
pitch). For example, F-Ionian is a relative of Bb-Lydian, C-Mixolydian, D-Aeolian,
G-Dorian, and A-Phrygian (sliding between Ionian and Aeolian relatives is
commonplace in many folk tunes, for example). When arranging a modal song, one
should not utilize a single mode, or a single modal colour. A certain degree of modal
uncertainty will benefit the arrangement.
Another method for shifting from one mode to another is by means of
alternating parallel modes (modes that share the same final pitch, but have their own
distinct diatonic scales, with specific intervallic make-ups). This way, modal flavours
may change while preserving the same Final.
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“Major modes” are regarded as more closely related to one another, as are
“minor modes”, respectively. For example, a tune in G-Ionian may commonly borrow
chords from G-Mixolydian (VII), or from G-Lydian (II), but also from G-Aeolian (IV,
VI – similar to the procedure of Major keys borrowing chords from their minor
counterparts), or even from G-Phrygian (II). The farther away the modes are, the more
striking such a chord borrowing will be. Other examples for the inclusion of foreign
chords are the use of a final major triad in the context of a “minor mode” (similar to
what is referred to as a “Picardy third” in tonal context), or substituting an Aeolian IV
for a Dorian IV, etc.
Example of heterorhythmic arrangement of a tune in D-Mixolydian,
with chords borrowed from parallel modes (D-Aeolian / D-Ionian):

The Use of Chromaticism in a Modal Arrangement
The incorporation of chromatic scale fragments in modal arrangements is a
fairly common procedure, which resembles the passus duriusculus figure, typical to
Baroque music. Usually, the upper tetrachord of a mode is presented chromatically, in
equal note values, and in descending stepwise motion. This way, a colourful,
somewhat predictable accompaniment is created, which matches well or balances
efficiently that melodic contour of many modal songs. The procedure seems more
typical of the more sophisticated world of tonal music, but may be successfully
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utilized in arranging modal melodies as well. It may also be associated with the use of
pedal tones, and even applied to several voices simultaneously.
Example of melody accompanied by a segment of chromatic scale, in the Bass:

The Use of Polyphony / Imitation in a Modal Arrangement
In the case of an arrangement, the modal tune is usually pre-existent; therefore
the success rate in utilizing imitative techniques greatly depends on the very nature of
the tune. Some melodies lend themselves more easily to being imitated over wide
spans, and are even suitable for various types of imitation. Others, due to their
contour, are difficult to imitate. Thus, the choice of a particular tune to be arranged
determines whether polyphonic / imitative treatment will be successful or not.
Just as with tonal music, imitation may begin on the same pitch level, or on a
different pitch. The most frequently used intervals are: the perfect octave, perfect 5th,
and perfect 4th. Imitation at the octave is common between the Soprano and the Tenor,
or between the Alto and the Bass, whereas imitation at the 5th or 4th are more suitable
between adjacent voices, or (more rarely) between outer voices.
It is of paramount importance for voices that provide imitations to be set to the
same text as the original material, with the same distribution of syllables, in order to
maximize the procedure’s effect. Tunes that unfold in mixed meter or changing meter
are difficult to be placed in imitation, due to the absence of beat periodicity.
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Generally, the imitation technique may be successfully combined with pedal tones, as
well as with various forms of ostinato.
Example of imitation between the Soprano and Tenor (a perfect 4th down),
combined with pedal tones in the Alto and Bass:

Example of song with mixed / changing meter, arranged in a dual imitation strategy:
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Creating an Introduction, a Transition,
or a Coda to a Modal Arrangement
A choral arrangement may simply consist of a succession of stanzas set to the
tune that is being arranged. Alternatively, it can incorporate an introduction, and / or a
coda (conclusion), and possibly transitions between the stanzas. These additional
sections of an arrangement might increase interest for the listener, and bring the
output closer to the concept of an original composition.
Introductions
Introductory material may fall into one of the following categories:
‐ “warm-up” music that sets the atmosphere for the first stanza, without alluding to the
actual musical material of the song; this could be achieved by simply using vocalise
(“Aaa”), or muted consonants (“Mmm”) in all voices;
‐ a repeated rhythmic pattern that precedes the actual beginning of the song, and
anticipates the accompaniment strategy employed over the course of the piece; this
would be more typical of up-beat and dance-like tunes;
‐ a fragment originating in the arrangement itself, usually the chorus / refrain.
These intro models are among the most frequently encountered. Of course,
other strategies for beginning an arrangement can be imagined (tune-up / fade-in,
etc.).
Example of introduction, 4 measures of vocalise, tune-up music
(pedal tones in the Soprano and Bass, Dorian scale in the Alto and Tenor):
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Example of introduction, 4 measures anticipating the refrain words
(the conventionally tonal tune has been harmonized in the Mixolydian mode,
with foreign chords):

Transitions
The music stanzas of a choral piece usually unfold seamlessly; however,
sometimes transition segments placed in-between might be necessary. Most of the
time, these play a rhetorical or a modulatory role. It is common for introductory music
to be recycled as transitioning music over the course of an arrangement.

Codas
Much like the introduction, a coda’s musical material may fall into various
distinct categories. It could be either contrasting to the actual song or derived from it;
it may restate elements from the introduction or from transitions; it could also prolong
the atmosphere of the final stanza, like a musical echo, often times in association with
gradually slowing tempo and diminishing dynamics.
In addition to these strategies for creating introductions, transitions and codas
to an arrangement, the modal environment favours the use of parallel voicing,
ostinatos, and drone tones as techniques that are particularly common to these
sections.
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Example of coda with all voices lining up, and fading dynamics
(notice the G-Lydian / A-Mixolydian colour, the Phrygian Bb,
and the final chord without a 3rd):

Overview of Steps in the Choral Arranging of a Modal Song
This is a synthetic list of the steps to be followed when embarking on
arranging a modal song for mixed choir:
1. Choosing the song, according to personal preference; familiarizing with the
song;
2. Deciding on the text; selecting the most appropriate verses / stanzas to be
included, depending on the desired length of the arrangement; popular / folk songs
commonly unfold over many stanzas, yet it is rarely the aim of an arrangement to use
the entire original text; the author may decide to include only the most significant
stanzas, or even to set the arrangement to a new, perhaps related, text;
3. Establishing a mode center; the decision will have to take into account the
individual and overall vocal range of the choral ensemble; for clarity reasons, the tune
itself will be primarily assigned to the top voice, and only occasionally migrate to
other voices;
4. Investigating options for the harmonization of the song; several alternate
harmonizations may be sketched out, tried at the keyboard, and eventually preserved /
notated;
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5. Deciding on possible polyphonic treatment of the tune; checking whether it
supports imitative counterpoint might be useful; successful solutions could be kept for
possible further use;
6. Outlining a formal structure for the arrangement; when it comes to the
overall form, there are a number of different options, such as:
- composing identical music for all stanzas;
- alternating two distinct arranging strategies (for example, oddnumbered stanzas in opposition to even-numbered ones);
‐ creating a through-composed arrangement, which might include
gradual evolution, development of material, etc. (this could be done in close relation
to the text); this final option may take the shape of a rising musical profile, or an archlike unfolding; increasing musical complexity is usually achieved by means of
harmonic density, chromatic saturation, imitative entries, etc.; a detailed plan of the
intended techniques should be laid out beforehand; it is important to keep the
arrangement balanced and natural, rather than transform it into a virtuosic
demonstration of various techniques;
7. The actual writing of the arrangement, according to the initial plan; some
adjustments might be necessary along the way, in order to insure overall fluency,
logic, expressiveness and variety;
8. Once the arrangement is finalized, it is necessary to provide performance
directions (tempo, dynamics, expression, etc.), and to indicate the source of the song
(its original author, or whether of folk origin).

CONCLUSION
All these remarks have been tailored as simple guidelines in the creation of a
choral arrangement. It is somewhat improper to talk about arranging decisions in
terms of “right” or “wrong”, but rather in terms of “more or less efficient”, or “more
or less appropriate”. The most important goal in writing a choral arrangement is
probably insuring that the musical outcome is natural, logical, expressive, and
pleasant to sing / listen to.
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